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Abstract
Inheriting the essence of traditional art has always been considered the fulcrum for the development of modern art. Pottery Road is the sketch for viewers of artworks re-enacting important historical events of the country, and scenic spots along the quintessence of traditional pottery villages. The image of “Ceramic Road” in close relationship with regions in the country is also simulated by a 100m-long ceramic painting piece, using ceramic coated with a colored glaze, fired at a temperature of 1,200 degrees Celsius, ensuring durability stands firm against time. The ceramic path with the application of traditional artistic elements, although not a creative application, has also achieved certain successes.
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Introduction
Since the implementation of Doi Moi, Vietnam has undergone a significant transition from a subsidized economy to a socialist-oriented market economy. This shift has not only spurred economic development but has also catalyzed the creation and proliferation of public art. One notable example is the inception of the "Ceramic Road," a groundbreaking endeavor marked by its diverse themes and innovative forms of expression, contrasting with conventional monuments. This initiative is hailed as a promising precursor to the future evolution of public art within Vietnamese urban landscapes. The "Ceramic Road," renowned as the world's longest ceramic painting, serves as a vibrant testament to Vietnamese artistic heritage. Each of Vietnam's ethnic groups boasts distinct cultural characteristics and unique modes of artistic expression. Urban public art, while introduced from external influences, has been warmly embraced, constructed, and enriched upon the bedrock of traditional artistic values.

Methodology
The study analyzed data collected from field observations to determine the similarities, differences and influences between village communal house carving art and the "Ceramic Road". Explore how historical, cultural, and socioeconomic factors have shaped these art forms over time. Analyze the data collected from field observations, interviews, and surveys to identify similarities, differences, and influences between village communal house carving art and the "Ceramic Road." Explore how historical, cultural, and socio-economic factors have shaped these art forms over time.

Interdisciplinary Approach: Collaborate with experts from various disciplines such as art history, anthropology, sociology, and urban planning to gain diverse perspectives on the significance and impact of village communal house carving art and the "Ceramic Road" within Vietnamese society.

Case Studies: Select specific examples of village communal house carving art and segments of the "Ceramic Road" for in-depth case studies. Analyze the evolution, symbolism, and community engagement associated with these case studies to provide nuanced insights into the interplay between tradition and modernity in Vietnamese public art.
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Theoretical Framework: Ground the study within relevant theoretical frameworks such as cultural heritage preservation, visual anthropology, and urban cultural studies to contextualize the findings and contribute to broader scholarly discourse on art, culture, and society.

Results and Discussion

Elements of Traditional Vietnamese Art in the Ceramic Road

Ceramic road and artistic expression methods of village communal house carving

In essence, the "Ceramic Road" and the decorative carvings of the communal house all have in common that they both beautify public works. "Ceramic road" beautifies Yen Phu dike (a public work of the Capital); also carved village communal house to beautify the village communal house (a communal religious architecture of ancient Vietnamese village communities). Due to the same purpose of decorating and beautifying a particular public architecture; On the other hand, in tradition, village communal house carving not only beautifies the village communal house, but it is also considered the pinnacle of Vietnamese traditional visual art, but the "Ceramic Path" has chosen the method of painting artistic expression according to the artistic expression method of village communal house carving: artistic expression according to the principle of harmonious symmetry; describe images in a consistent sequential manner; describe the images very specifically but with nuances of association.

The choice of the method of artistic expression according to the above-mentioned aesthetic principles has made the "Ceramic Path", a form of expression of public art, with "foreign" origins, becoming closer and more familiar to the Vietnamese people.

Traditionally, village communal house carving has been a great success because it has creatively inherited the aesthetic principles shaped from the Dong Son period and developed continuously throughout the previous history; then "Ceramic Road", with the inheritance of aesthetic principles of village communal house carving, has achieved certain successes.

In fact, in "Ceramics Road" the expression of images continuously and consistently: expressing according to the law of shaping, connecting a single motif into a series of rhythmically moving motifs, is the way of doing things seen in most of the scenes of the picture.

In the passage with the theme "Pattern of Vietnam's ethnic groups", "Ceramic Road" used the form of linking simple motifs into blocks of multi-dimensional patterns in harmony with the diamond-shaped layout consecutively in a sequence, in a regular way, giving the ornament a gentle rhythm (the rhythmic line that governs the whole set of patterns is the blue-red; red - yellow lines of the filling-shaped edges), very suitable for the aesthetic habits of Vietnamese people.

In connection with the next dissonant pattern motifs, "Ceramic Road" still retains the same decorative rhythm. Because the monolithic motifs are linked in the large pattern block in each block, to create a rule for this pattern series, "Ceramics Road" has used small copper-shaped blocks of the pattern. The rhythm connecting the large fillings has asymmetrical symmetry. The array of patterns thus has the dynamism of decorative art; this is a fairly common practice in the art of carving and decorating the communal house. On the planks, trusses, seven heads… the motifs of dragons, phoehinxes; cloud shape; flowers, and leaves... although they are very diverse in form of expression, they are still arranged in a certain order, but the contrasting nature of each type of motif is shown as a rule. The repetition of a certain pattern layout on the wooden planks running horizontally across the communal house is a conscious arrangement because the continuity of those patterns creates the dynamism of art decoration.

In the segments from under Long Bien bridge to An Duong Vuong border gate, the form of connecting dissimilar motifs is clearly shown, with successive interweaving of peach blossom images and French architecture, lotus flowers, high-rise buildings, and symbolic images embossed with embossed blocks such as One Pillar Pagoda, Long Bien Bridge, Hanoi Old Quarter... However, the interweaving combination of
these motifs does not highlight the contrasting nature of motif types: combining pairs of motifs with opposing morphology; or combining pairs of motifs of opposite nature and content (For example, the combination of French-style architecture - an expression of Western culture - with lotus - an expression of Eastern culture). On the other hand, in the association between these dissimilar motifs, the property of the continuous mode is consistent: never separating a particular image from the descriptive whole, is not realized. Therefore, the images shown in the above picture segments also difficult to fully express the content of the topic that it wants to aim at. In terms of form, viewers are also easily bored by the discreteness of the images.

The principle of never describing a specific image separate from the overall description of the consistent continuous form, shaped from the carvings on the surface of Dong Son fields, has been the basis for the method of "co-presentation", a characteristic of village communal house carving art, was born. It can be said that the pairing of animations (carvings depicting a specific activity of the ancient Vietnamese peasants), with different themes on a certain architectural element of the communal house, is a typical feature of village communal house carving art. Each piece of life is displayed on a redundant architectural element that must be included in the architectural structure of the house. The beautiful, colorful life of the ancient Vietnamese farmers has been fully and completely displayed in the village communal house architecture system.

Inheriting the "co-presentation" feature of village communal house carving, "Ceramic Road" has shown the theme of "Hanoi - a city for peace" by combining pictures drawn by Vietnamese children South and international. However, in village communal house carving, the connection of images and scenes has created an aesthetic balance for the carvings; In "Ceramic Road", the paintings still seem to lack a close connection to achieve that aesthetic balance.

The reason for this situation is that in village communal house carving, the pairing of images and scenes is always done according to the principle of harmonious symmetry of pairs of opposites and contrasts (according to the philosophy of Yin and Yang) - Positive). For example: the image of a young girl (Yin) combined with an old dragon (Yang) in the scene of a mischievous village girl sitting on a dragon's back, holding a dragon's beard in her hand. Or images of beautiful fairies riding dragons and phoenixes (sacred) combined with images of mothers carrying their children, or images of diligent mothers holding children while taking care of pigs (customary). The images are combined with the structural elements of the communal house architecture, so there is never a separation. The aesthetic balance of the images, scenes, on the architecture of the communal house, thus, is effective. As for "Ceramics Road", the principle of harmonious symmetry according to the contrasting pair structure is less noticed in the passages where many different images are combined, so the connection of the paintings in the overall description of the topic in paragraph A3 is somewhat loose and fragmentary. The effect of aesthetic balance in this scene, therefore, is not as high as it should be. However, this does not mean that in "Ceramic Path", one cannot find manifestations of the inheritance of the principle of harmonious symmetry in the structure of a pair of contrasting opposites. In fact, in short paintings like "Thang Long - Hanoi"; "Sacred Soul of Dai Co Viet"; and "Temple of Literature" ... this principle is expressed very clearly. For example, in the painting "Thang Long - Hanoi" at the beginning of Chuong Duong bridge, the combination of two dragons (Yang) and a rainbow (Yin) in the layout of contrasting shapes and the winding lines of the dragon, the curve of the rainbow, and its auras, and the cherry blossom dots, etc.), have made the piece very aesthetically pleasing. Even in the advertisement for Viet Ha beer as mentioned in the previous section, one can also see the expression of the above principle. The combination of the image of a stork with a herd of elephants; and the image of rice fields with images of clouds, not only made the advertising meaning of this beer clearly expressed; but also made the rhythm of the picture more lively. In terms of art, this painting is also one of the pieces that achieve aesthetic balance.
In village communal house carving, the expression of specific images but with evocative nuances of Dong Son plastic art has become an impressive shaping technique: "Children's look". And that innocent, rustic, witty "child's look" has helped the carvings on the wooden planks, wind panels, sevens, calves... of the communal house's architectural system to achieve unexpected effects in terms of aesthetics; as well as helping the traditional Vietnamese visual arts have one more characteristic in artistic expression. The "Ceramic Road" has inherited this artistic feature with the drawings of Vietnamese and international children, shown in the theme "Hanoi - a city for peace".

**Traditional elements of the aesthetic space environment**

Traditionally, the art of village communal house carving has been very successful not only because it creatively inherited the artistic expression principles of previous periods, making unique shaping techniques for people. his art; The success of village communal house carving art is also due to it creatively inheriting the way of handling space, exploiting space elements subtly and flexibly, to beautify its works from earlier periods. For example, to increase the aesthetic effect of carvings on the bearing wooden frames of the communal house, where the light is often very weak, the village communal house carvers have used various forms. technique of perforating, shallow touching, deep touching, wide touching ... make the effect of light-dark change, causing high enjoyment. In particular, thanks to the perforations in the carvings, the carvings on the architectural elements of the communal house have achieved a balanced aesthetic effect, as well as revealing their lively rhythms. Carving technique, an innovation in spatial processing of communal house carving art, has transformed the heavy feeling of load-bearing wooden frames into lighter and more airy. The carvings on those wooden frames have almost no background images, but only human figures, figures, flowers, plants, etc. protrude out, anti-cross many layers, many layers, very vivid and full of symbols feeling, as if the reality of Vietnamese village life is running up to the architectural system of communal houses.

Although it has inherited the aesthetic principles of village communal house carving in artistic expression, "Ceramic Road" does not seem to inherit the experience of handling space, exploiting the surrounding space, to make beautiful their works as the village communal house carvings have done in the past.

Although the decorative plan is not as complicated as that of the village communal house carving, the decoration of the "Ceramic Road" faces many obstacles. Because Yen Phu dike strip was originally divided into many areas for stairs to serve the travel of people living inside and outside the dike strip. Not only that, but the decorative ground of the "Ceramic Road" is also hindered by lighting poles, traffic signal lights, under the Long Bien Bridge, and the overpass system around the Chuong Duong bridgehead area. In some sections, this decorative ground is also divided into two layers above and below, by the strips of ornamental plants and flower beds of the urban environment company. All these cuts have caused significant obstacles.
to the aesthetic effect of ceramic paintings. Therefore, if "Ceramic Road", from experience dealing with the relationship between works - space, of village communal house carvings in the past, finds its treatment in the terraced areas, lampposts, under bridges..., turning these disadvantages into places showing the uniqueness of the "Ceramic Road"; thoroughly exploit the strips of flowers, ornamental plants, as well as street light poles, to beautify their works; certainly "Ceramic Road" has achieved much more brilliant success than the present. The uncultured treatment of the "Ceramic Road" also reduces the chances of occurring in these dissecting areas, if they become places that show the uniqueness of the "Ceramic Road".

In handling the relationship between works - and space, village communal house carvings not only have exploited the spatial elements subtly to beautify their works, turning the disadvantages of space into where shows the uniqueness of village communal house carving art; but village communal house carving also always pays attention to the compatibility between the work and the surrounding environment of the work. Each carved figure on the communal house is the crystallization and sublimation of the folk artist (who is also the farmer), in the way of building vivid themes of their real life. Whether refined in the touch or strong in the rustic in the chisel, all are aimed at capturing reality in the most vivid, closest way and expressing the most love and intention of the farmer. Therefore, the carvings of the communal house are not only suitable for the "common house" space of the communal house; They are also suitable for the living space of farmers in ancient village communities. This compatibility not only made a name for the village communal house carving art but also created a unique feature for the communal house carving art. And so, it made the villagers proud of it, the sense of protecting it was born from there. However, in "Ceramic Road", the suitability of the work with the surrounding landscape and space environment does not seem to have been noticed.

Conclusions

Public art is not a material profit but brings a great spiritual benefit to the majority of the population and urban communities. "Ceramic Road", viewed from the village communal house carvings, perhaps, some propaganda paintings should be removed and replaced with paintings that reflect the aspirations of low-income people who are living mainly in this area, the uniqueness of "Ceramic Road" will have many opportunities to express, to develop more. And it – the “Ceramic Road” – will also have an attraction that attracts more visitors, as well as earns more respect for it from the people living in this area. In general, "Ceramic Road" has inherited the quintessence of traditional Vietnamese visual arts, especially village communal house carving, and has received support from the community. The ceramic road" has inherited and promoted traditional artistic values to a moderate extent, but not inherited the creativity and quintessence of traditional art. But, the successor of "Ceramic Road" is still a respectable inheritance, in part it is also an avant-garde work in urban public art. It was also one of the beginnings of Vietnamese public art.
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